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The electrical activation of B+ implantation at 2 keV to doses of 5.0×1013–5.0×1015 cm−2 in crystalline and
pre-amorphized Ge following annealing at 400 °C for 1.0 h was studied using micro Hall effect measurements.
Preamorphization improved activation for all samples with the samples implanted to a dose of 5.0×1015 cm−2

displaying an estimatedmaximum active B concentration of 4.0×1020 cm−3 as compared to 2.0×1020 cm−3 for
the crystalline sample. However, incomplete activation was observed for all samples across the investigated
dose range. For the sample implanted to a dose of 5.0×1013 cm−2, activation values were 7% and 30%, for c-Ge
and PA-Ge, respectively. The results suggest the presence of an anomalous clustering phenomenon of shallow
B+ implants in Ge.
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1. Introduction

As the scaling associated with traditional Si metal oxide semicon-
ductor (MOS) devices reaches fundamental limits, changes in MOS
design or material composition are becoming necessary. Ge is a
promising alternative material for next-generation MOS devices as its
increased carrier mobility makes it an attractive replacement for Si
[1]. In addition, its reduced melting temperature may allow for less
aggressive annealing recipes which could prove advantageous for
process integration of high-κ/metal gate device structures.

In the case of B, it is known that the equilibrium chemical solid
solubility limit in Ge [2] is 5.5×1018 cm−3 at 850 °C, which is signif-
icantly lower compared to Si at the homologous temperature [3,4].
However, electrical activation in excess of this value was reported for
B+-implantation into single-crystal (c) as well as pre-amorphized (PA)
material [5–11]. For B+ implants at 35 keV into PA-Ge, complete
activation was observed for all doses up to 7.6×1015 cm−2 implying
active B concentrations as high as 5.7×1020 cm−3 following an anneal
at 360 °C for 1.0 h [10]. In the case of PA-Ge, annealing to induce solid-
phase epitaxial growth (SPEG) of the amorphized layer results in the
incorporation of a concentration of substitutional B greater than the
equilibrium chemical concentration; analogous behavior was similarly
reported for the case of B+-implantation into Si [12].

Although B activation has been characterized for deep B+-
implantation into both c-Ge and PA-Ge, the activation of low energy
B+-implantation in Ge remains poorly understood and characterized. In
the few studies which utilized low energy B+-implantation, the
activation level, if determined, was calculated indirectly by fitting
resistancevalues to amobilitymodel [7,9,13]. Thismodelwasdeveloped
using Hall effect measurements and may suffer from possible error
introduced from Hall scattering factor assumptions [14]. In order to
accurately characterize the activation behavior, the sheet carrier density
and mobility should be measured directly using a Hall effect technique.

Furthermore, characterization of shallow implant activation is
very challenging with conventional four-point probe and Hall effect
techniques partially due to high junction leakage [15–17]. Due to the
smaller band gap of Ge compared to Si and the larger number of
intrinsic carriers [1], junction leakage is increased for Ge [18,19]
which exacerbates the characterization challenges. Recently, instru-
ments and techniques have been developedwhich perform four-point
probe and Hall effect measurements using probes with μm-scale
spacing as described in detail elsewhere [17,20–22]; thesemicro four-
point probe (M4PP) and micro Hall effect (MHE) measurements have
been shown to greatly reduce the effects of junction leakage [15–17]
and have previously been used for successful characterization of
active shallow dopants in Ge [8,23]. In this work, the activation of low
energy B+-implantation into c-Ge and PA-Ge was studied using M4PP
and MHE measurements.

2. Experimental

Czochralski-grown n-type (001) wafers (resistivity~50 Ω cm)
were used for this work. A set of c-Ge samples was produced by
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B+-implantation at 2 keV to doses of 5.0×1013–5.0×1015 cm−2 while
a set of PA-Ge samples was produced by first performing Ge+-
implantation at 120 keV to a dose of 2×1014 cm−2 before the same
B+-implantation step. In the case of PA-Ge samples, a continuous
amorphous layer extending 100±2.5 nm from the surface was
produced as verified by high-resolution cross-sectional transmission
electron microscopy (HR-XTEM). Samples were annealed in N2

ambient at 400 °C for 1.0 h to activate the implanted B+. HR-XTEM
was used to image the microstructure of the specimens before and
after annealing with samples prepared using focused ion beam (FIB)
milling. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was performed on
selected samples to determine B concentration profiles before and
after annealing.

3. Results and discussion

Sheet resistance, Hall sheet number (nH), and Hall mobility (μH)
were measured using a CAPRES microRSP M-150 M4PP with Au-
coated probes, a probe spacing of 20 μm, and a permanent magnet
with a magnetic flux density of 0.475 T. Hall sheet number and
mobility values were adjusted to obtain the carrier sheet number (ns)
and drift mobility (μd) by using a scattering factor (rH) of 1.21 as
determined empirically by Mirabella et al. for high dose B+-
implantation into Ge [10]. The carrier density and drift mobility are
related to the Hall values by ns=nH×rH and μd=μH / rH, respectively.

Fig. 1 presents measured Rs and ns values as a function of
implanted B+ dose for both c-Ge and PA-Ge samples following
annealing at 400 °C for 1.0 h. As shown in Fig. 1a, the Rs value
Fig. 1. (a) Measured sheet resistance (Rs) and (b) sheet number (ns) as a function of B+

dose implanted at 2 keV into crystalline ( ) and preamorphized ( ) Ge, respectively,
after annealing at 400 °C for 1 h.
decreases with increasing B+ dose for both c-Ge and PA-Ge samples
with c-Ge samples exhibiting higher sheet resistance values compared
to the PA-Ge samples. The reduced Rs values for the PA-Ge samples are
explainedby the increased solubility andB incorporationduringSPEGas
previously reported byothers for different implant conditions [5–7]. The
carrier sheet number is plotted as a function of implanted B+ dose for
both c-Ge and PA-Ge samples after adjustment with a Hall scattering
factor of 1.21 as shown in Fig. 1b; the PA-Ge samples exhibited higher ns
values compared to c-Ge samples, similar to previous reports [5–7].
More interestingly, for B+ doses less than 5.0×1015 cm−2, the percent
activation for both c-Ge and PA-Ge samples is relatively independent of
dose at ~7 and ~30%, respectively. At a dose of 5.0×1015 cm−2, the
difference in percent activation is much smaller, ~10 and 15% for c-Ge
and PA-Ge samples, respectively. Fig. 2 shows HR-XTEM images of a
c-Ge sample B+-implanted at 2 keV to a dose of 5.0×1015 cm−2. As
shown in Fig. 2a, a damage layer extending18±0.5 nmfrom the surface
is evident, which matches well with the expected range [24] of the
implant. At higher magnifications, as shown in Fig. 2b, amorphous
pockets are evident within the damaged layer. Thus, the smaller
difference in Rs between c-Ge and PA-Ge for the case of a B+ dose of
5.0×1015 cm−2 is likely due to enhanced incorporationof substitutional
B within the amorphous regions during SPEG upon annealing.

To better understand the activation behavior, samples B+-
implanted to doses of 5.0×1013 and 5.0×1015 cm−2 into c-Ge and
PA-Ge were analyzed using SIMS before and after annealing to
Fig. 2.HR-XTEMmicrographs of an as-implanted crystalline Ge sample B+ implanted at
2 keV to 5.0×1015 cm−2 showing: (a) a surface GeOx layer and a damaged layer
extending 18 nm from surface and (b) amorphous pockets in close proximity to the
surface.

image of Fig.�2
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determine B concentration profiles, as shown in Fig. 3. The measured B
concentration profiles (both before and after annealing) were very
similar to as-implanted simulations [24]. The maximum active
concentration was estimated using the SIMS profile and the corre-
sponding measured ns values presented in Fig. 1b as described
elsewhere [6]. For c-Ge and PA-Ge samples B+-implanted to a dose of
5.0×1015 cm−2, the maximum active B concentrations were estimated
at 2.0×1020 and 4.0×1020 cm−3, respectively; the value for PA-Ge is
similar to prior results [5–10].

The observed activation behavior for both c-Ge and PA-Ge samples is
very interesting; incomplete activation is observed for even the lowest B+

doses in both sample sets. Based on the reported maximum active B
concentration [10], full activation shouldbe expected for B+-implantation
at 2 keV to a dose of 5×1013 cm−2 for both c-Ge and PA-Ge, yet the
measured percent activation in each case was ~7 and ~30%, respectively.
This is unexpected and may have resulted from chemical dose loss or a
unique dopant clustering/precipitation that scales with B+ dose.

One contributing factor for the low levels of activation is dose loss
during implantation resulting from backscattering of the light B+ ions
from the much heavier Ge atoms. In fact, for B+-implantation at 2 keV
into Ge, simulations [24] predict a backscattering loss of ~20% of the
implanted dose. Additionally, due to the shallow nature of the
implant, even slight surface oxidation is capable of consuming a non-
negligible portion of the implanted B+ dose. HR-XTEM analysis
revealed the presence of a 3.0±0.2 nm-thick surface GeOx layer on all
as-implanted samples, as shown in Fig. 2. As per simulations [24], ~8%
of the implanted dose is rendered inactive via the presence of a GeOx

layer of this thickness. Finally, it should be noted that the percent of
dose rendered inactive due to both oxidation and ion backscattering
should be independent of implanted dose; however, the combination
of losses due to backscattering and surface oxidation can only account
for ~28% of dose loss. Thus, the bulk of the inactive fraction cannot be
explained by these factors.

A probable source of inactive B is due to clustering, which has been
observed and extensively studied in Si [25,26]. In the case of Si, for a
given processing condition, full activation is expected for low B+

doses until a certain concentration threshold is reached after which
clustering occurs. However, for the presented data, incomplete
activation is observedwith the percent activation remaining relatively
constant for investigated doses below 5.0×1015 cm−2. Work by
Impellizzeri et al. [11] and Bisognin et al. [27] revealed incomplete
activation for B+-implantation at 35 keV into c-Ge, which was
Fig. 3. B concentration profiles of a pre-amorphized Ge sample B+-implanted at 2 keV
to doses of 5.0×1013 ( ) or 5.0×1015 cm−2 ( ) as-implanted (dashed line) and
after annealing at 400 °C for 1 h (solid line) as measured using SIMS. The horizontal
dotted lines indicate the estimated maximum active B concentration for both implant
conditions.
attributed to the formation of a B-Ge cluster through the use of ion
beam analysis and high-resolution X-ray diffraction, respectively.
However, incomplete activation observed in this present work is
much more pronounced and is observed in both c-Ge and PA-Ge
samples. The physical explanation behind the observed anomalous
activation behavior is unclear; however, the close proximity of the
surface is a possible contributing factor. In comparing the results
observed in this work with those by Impellizzeri et al. [10], the
decrease in B+ implant energy, or shifting the B profile closer to the
surface, enhances the incomplete activation observed. Since it is
known that defect production and annihilation can be influenced by
surface proximity in Si [28], it is believed that the shallow nature of
the implants in this work is exacerbating the incomplete activation
observed through an enhanced formation of B-Ge clusters. For several
decades, it has been known that the surface of Ge decomposes into a
porous structure under high-dose irradiation [29]. Recently, it has
been shown that self-implantation into Ge at a relatively modest dose
of 2.0×1015 cm−2 and energy of 30 keV is sufficient to induce the
formation of void clusters and the onset of the porous structure [30].
These results suggest that there may be a barrier to point defect
recombination near the surface which may be promoting the
formation of B-Ge clusters following shallow B+ implantation in Ge.
Further experiments are underway to indentify the underlying
mechanism behind the observed anomalous activation behavior.

4. Conclusions

In summary, the activation of B+-implantation at 2 keV into
crystalline and pre-amorphized Ge was studied using micro four-
point probe and micro Hall effect measurements. For B+ doses of
5.0×1013–5.0×1015 cm−2, pre-amorphized samples exhibited great-
er activation compared to crystalline samples following a 400 °C
anneal for 1.0 h. In the case of B+-implantation to a dose of
5.0×1015 cm−2, the discrepancy in activation between crystalline
and pre-amorphized samples is much smaller; this was attributed to
solid-phase epitaxial growth within amorphous pockets formed in
crystalline samples as a result of only B+-implantation. Interestingly,
for both crystalline and pre-amorphized samples, the measured
percent activation was approximately independent of implanted
dose; this behavior is in stark contrast to reported activation behavior
of shallow B+-implantation in Si and deeper B+-implantation in Ge.
This indicates the possibility of a B activation mechanism which is
unique to shallow B+-implantation in Ge; the physical explanation of
this anomalous behavior is unclear, though the close proximity of the
surface to the implanted B+ profile may be a contributing factor.
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